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shared garden �nd maintenance chores, various 
lll_,, . UTq ·x,,rg{lllll,,,�:�:�:-."i..�.:�--. . _ · . techniques_for holistic_health, and a lively pro_g�am 

' 'V, . ·1zn T s •.• ,: ·''/f 1'1 D· ... . .:,-.. ! . .
of community celebrations. My husband and I v1s1ted 

· 1ogavi «:;._ JS lrrtp � !J.!.lf!e Y_ogaville on th� afternoon of Guru Poornima, the 
· • · ·· .· · '' · biggest s:_elebrat10n of the year. 

By <::hfis Bolgiano .• • , · · · 1t was the middle of summer, hot and sticky. I
Special to'"Th_e,Wash,ngtoo Post . . hung my. arms out of the car and counted Baptist 

T
. he shrine is-sha_pt!d like a flower,'·but it churches along the way,-By the time we got to the 

p9kes up from the ·meadow like the Jip of a shrine, the lake that curved around behind it pro-
giant. thumb. Huge pink petals; ·made of voked visions of skinny-dipping in my mind. But we 
hundreds of thousands of tiny Italian tiles in stepped beyond the sheet of falling water at the base 

shades ranging from white-to rose, clasp a sky�lue of the shrine into a cool, pleasant atmosphere. The 
dome that is crowned with a golden spire. At its Lotus was air-conditioned. This made it easier to 
base, a waterfall crashes, j_ust loud enough to cover follow the wall-mounted instructions to "quiet the 
th� rumble of diesel pumps. The long white walkway mind, realize the self." 
that leads toward the shrine is flanked on one side-by We found ourselves in a large room. Built along 
flowers of every hue, on the other by a pool that the sides were 10 glass cases displaying artifacts 
flashes with goldfish. Stone lions and elephants stand and quotations from 10 religious traditions of the 
sentinel ·a19ng the way. The entrance is a �all pink world-Hinduism,· Judaism, Shinto, Taoism, Bud-

' faca�e witti arches in a style that blends the Alamo dhism, Christianity, Islam, Sikhism, African and 
with the_ Tflj Mahal. Welcome to the Lot4s Shrine at Na,tive American. Other Known Religions were also 

· Yogav.me, in Buckingham County, Virginia. given their· due. In fact, so inclusive is Yogaville's 
:. 'That's .right: Yogaville is the formal na�e of this embrace of the nondenominational light tha� illumi-
. 750-acres bf Indiaq subcontinent along the other- nates all faiths that there is.even homage directed to 
: wise-all-American James River, 47 miles south of Faiths Still Unknown. 

· 

'. Charlottesville. It's also called Satchidananda Ash- We went out the back door onto a veranda and 
rain, after the guru who founded it. The lotus is not peered into an office. window. Beside a. computer
only an ancient symbol of spirituality, floating on console, a body in loose white clothes lay flat and 
worldly waters without becoming wet, but also is the absolutely motionless on its back. We couldn't see 
acronym for the Light of Truth Universal Shrine. its head. The arms and legs were slightly spread in 

In Indian tradition, an ashram is a secluded setting what we decided must be a meditative posture. 
for a community wishing to live a life of simplicity Back inside, we· climbed a tiny spiral staircase up 
and religious meditation. Roughly 135 souls live in to the shrine itself. The room had a calm blue aura. 
scattered.modest homes at .Yogaville. Some work at A small altar stood in the middle, from which a white 
the·ashram, others hold jobs in the outside world. All shaft-like PVC pipe rose to the sunlit center of the 
practice a lifestyle based o� integral. yoga, a phi- dome above. Along the circular wall were 12 pointed 
losophy that incorporates :class1c· Hatha yoga arches, each with a slender ribbon of blue neon 
stretches and exercises with d_aily meditations, runnin-g from the point of the arch to the light at the 








